SJD/Visiting Scholar Workshop
Series: Asaf Raz on “Mandatory Arbitration and the Boundaries of Corporate Law”

Time: 9:00am

Please join us for the presentation of this academic paper by SJD candidate, Asaf Raz. We look forward to your feedback in this research workshop. Please RSVP to receive the Zoom link, as well as an advance copy of the paper.

“A storm is brewing on the corporate law horizon. Several recent judicial developments, which this Article ties together for the first time, present the most refined opportunity yet for mandatory arbitration—today prevalent in consumer and employment contracts—to enter the corporate law sphere, shutting the courthouse doors before corporate entities and shareholders precisely where legal remedy is most needed... Similar to the 1980s takeover wave, and recent debates surrounding corporations' constitutional rights and corporate purpose, the specter of mandatory arbitration offers an opportunity to take a fresh look at corporate law’s theoretical foundations. The economic benefits and non-contractual, equity-based structure of corporate law are two sides of the same coin. To avoid both inefficiency and injustice, courts and scholars must recognize the implications of corporate law’s distinct nature.”

(Excerpts from Abstract)

Registration for this event is now closed.